
Prohunt AB is the Nordic region’s leading supplier of holistic solutions for the development and
management of an organisation’s intellectual capital. Prohunt’s web-based platform for Intellectual
Capital Management (ICM) includes products for competence and career development as well as
resource and capacity planning. With our ICM platform, tried and tested working methods and
consultant support, Prohunt offers companies and organisations the unique opportunity to attract,
develop, retain and evaluate co-workers and their skills. Today Prohunt has a staff of 80 at three
locations in Sweden and Norway. During the spring of 2000, a merger with New Start added new
strength and scope to Prohunt’s activities. Please visit www.prohunt.se for more information.
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PROHUNT CONCLUDES OPERATING AGREEMENT WITH TELIA

Prohunt AB, the Nordic region’s leading supplier of services and software in the field of

resource and career planning, has concluded an operating agreement with Telia. The

agreement means that Telia will be the operating host for Prohunt’s ASP service for

customised ICM solutions (Intellectual Capital Management).

Under the agreement, Prohunt will be responsible for developing the range of services on
offer while Telia will ensure that the user is supplied with an ASP service with high levels of
accessibility, security and stability. The ASP service allows the user 24-hour access to the
system, all year round and restricted by neither time nor place. All that is needed is access to
a web-browser and an Internet connection.

”Many companies today choose to buy a complete service in order to be up and running
quickly and to avoid both investment in hardware and software as well as responsibility for
operation and maintenance,” Thomas Polteg, Business Operations Officer at Prohunt,
explained.

“The reason might be a lack of the appropriate competence and resources in the IT
department of a company. Prohunt’s ASP service makes it easier to get the service up and
running and means the customer need not waste energy concentrating on technical issues
during the early stages. Our offer of a fixed monthly rate for the total period also gives the
customer control over his IT costs in connection with the solution.”

“With Prohunt responsible for operating the software and Telia responsible for operating the
technical platform and the communications solution, we offer the security and high level of
service which an ASP service must achieve in order to be trustworthy,” Thomas said in
conclusion.
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